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Trailer for the dramione fanfic Isolation Its seriously one of my favorite Fanfics you should all check it
out on Fanfiction dot net. ... Isolation | Bex-Chan ... Isolation by Bex-Chan (Dramione ...
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"He can't leave the room. Her room. And it's all the Order's fault. Confined to a small space with only
the Mudblood for company, something's going to give. Maybe his sanity. Maybe not. "There ...
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Chapter 2: Punch.. "She's improved," Snape commented, eyeing the door with a pensive look. "You
have no idea," McGonagall sighed, frowning as Hermione's protests only grew louder, ringing
around her office and making her cringe. "She's been practising a lot with Horace and myself." "I can
see that," he nodded, glancing over to Draco.
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Chapter 16 (Bex called it "I Am Ready," the real title is Colorblind.) 3:32. Play next; Play now
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Bex-chan, you have RUINED my life. Isolation was a recommendation from my sis and I was quite
eager to read it after she told me about a few scenes. She told me to read it during my exams, but I
started it after my exams were finished. Best fucking decision I ever made. Isolation was just... I can't
even express into words what Isolation made ...
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One of my Dramione favorites is definitely Isolation. It's not dark but it takes place during the war and
I think Bex-Chan does a great job with characterizations. linkffn(6291747) You can find links for
Everythursday's fics on this page. The Fallout is the fic that everyone loves. Personally I didn't care for
it but I'm in the minority there.
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actually her first dip into Dramione, and I will say that it showed a bit. I totally loved it, and it was well
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done, but it def *felt* like a debut.
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Bex-chan is the author of Isolation (4.49 avg rating, 1115 ratings, 155 reviews, published 2010),
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